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Abstract

Characterizing the performance of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems is crucial for

monitoring technical progress, predicting OCR performance, providing scienti�c explanations

for system behavior and identifying open problems. While research has been done in the

past to compare the performances of OCR systems, all methods assume that the accuracies

achieved on individual documents in a dataset are independent. In this paper we argue that

accuracies reported on any dataset are not independent and invoke the appropriate statistical

technique | the paired model | to compare the accuracies of two recognition systems. We

show theoretically that this method provides tighter con�dence intervals than the methods

used in the OCR and computer vision literature. We also propose a new visualization method,

which we call the accuracy scatter plot, for providing a visual summary of performance results.

This method summarizes the accuracy comparisons on the entire corpus while simultaneously

allowing the researcher to visually compare the performances on individual document images.

Finally, we report on the accuracy and speed performances as functions of image resolution.

Contrary to what one might expect, the performance of one of the systems degrades when the

image resolution is increased beyond 300 dpi. Furthermore, the average time taken to OCR a

document image, after increasing almost linearly as a function of resolution, suddenly becomes

a constant beyond 400 dpi. This behavior is most likely because the Sakhr OCR algorithm

resamples the high-resolution images to a standard resolution. The two products that we

compare are the Arabic OmniPage 2.0 and the Automatic Page Reader 3.01 from Sakhr. The

SAIC Arabic dataset was used for the evaluations. The statistical and visualization methods

presented in this paper are very general and can be used for comparing the accuracies of any

two recognition systems, not just OCR systems.

This research was funded in part by the Department of Defense and the Army Research Laboratory

under Contract MDA 9049-6C-1250.
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Abstract
Characterizing the performance of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems is cru-

cial for monitoring technical progress, predicting OCR performance, providing scienti�c

explanations for system behavior and identifying open problems. While research has been

done in the past to compare the performances of OCR systems, all methods assume that

the accuracies achieved on individual documents in a dataset are independent. In this

paper we argue that accuracies reported on any dataset are not independent and invoke

the appropriate statistical technique | the paired model | to compare the accuracies

of two recognition systems. We show theoretically that this method provides tighter

con�dence intervals than the methods used in the OCR and computer vision literature.

We also propose a new visualization method, which we call the accuracy scatter plot,

for providing a visual summary of performance results. This method summarizes the

accuracy comparisons on the entire corpus while simultaneously allowing the researcher

to visually compare the performances on individual document images. Finally, we report

on the accuracy and speed performances as functions of image resolution. Contrary to

what one might expect, the performance of one of the systems degrades when the image

resolution is increased beyond 300 dpi. Furthermore, the average time taken to OCR a

document image, after increasing almost linearly as a function of resolution, suddenly

becomes a constant beyond 400 dpi. This behavior is most likely because the Sakhr

OCR algorithm resamples the high-resolution images to a standard resolution. The two

products that we compare are the Arabic OmniPage 2.0 and the Automatic Page Reader

3.01 from Sakhr. The SAIC Arabic dataset was used for the evaluations. The statistical

and visualization methods presented in this paper are very general and can be used for

comparing the accuracies of any two recognition systems, not just OCR systems.
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1 Introduction

Performance evaluation and characterization of OCR systems is crucial for many reasons:

i) To predict the overall performance of any system that employs an OCR submodule |

for example, an information retrieval (IR) system or a machine translation (MT) system.

ii) To monitor progress in research/development of OCR systems, quantitative perfor-

mance measures are essential. iii) To scienti�cally understand the contributions of spe-

ci�c submodules to the accuracy improvement, and thus to explain why an OCR system

achieves a particular accuracy. iv) To determine areas that need improvement/research

and the impact of these improvements on the system.

In this article we use a statistical technique | the paired model | to compare the

accuracies of two recognition systems. We show theoretically that this method provides

tighter con�dence intervals than the methods used in the OCR literature. We also propose

a new visualization method, which we call the accuracy scatter plot, for providing a visual

summary of performance results. This method summarizes the accuracy comparisons on

the entire corpus while simultaneously allowing a researcher to visually compare the OCR

performances on individual document images.

We start the discussion by providing background information on the OCR perfor-

mance evaluation literature. Metrics for quantifying errors are discussed in Section 3. In

Section 4 we discuss the statistical theory of paired models, which we use to compare

the performances of two Arabic OCR systems. In Section 5 we describe the datsets and

experimental protocol we use to conduct our evaluation. Scatter plots and evaluation

results are discussed in Section 6.

2 Performance Evaluation Background

OCR evaluation can be broadly categorized into two types: i) blackbox evaluation and

ii) whitebox evaluation. In blackbox evaluation an entire OCR system is treated as an

indivisible unit and its end-to-end performance is characterized. The performance of the

system is evaluated as follows. First a corpus of scanned document images is selected.

Next, the text zones are delineated. Then, for each text zone, the correct text string

is keyed in by humans. The process of delineating the zones and keying in the text is

very laborious, expensive, and prone to errors. Finally the OCR algorithm is run on

each text zone and the results are compared with the keyed in groundtruth text using

a string matching routine. In theory the corpus should be a representative sample of

the population of images for which the algorithm was designed. In practice, however,

factors like time and cost force us to limit the size of the dataset to something feasible.

This process was adopted in the UNLV OCR evaluation program [RJN96] and the UW

evaluation process[CSHP94]. The UNLV evaluation corpus consisted of English annual

reports, documents from the Department of Energy, magazines, business letters, legal

documents, Spanish newspapers, and German business letters. The UW dataset [HP+]

consisted of English technical journals.

Whitebox evaluation, on the other hand, characterizes the performances of individual

submodules. Most OCR systems have submodules for skew detection and correction, page

segmentation, zone classi�cation, and text extraction. (Zone segmentation evaluation has
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been attempted by Vincent et al. [YV98, RV94].) Whitebox evaluation is possible only if

the evaluator has access to the inputs and outputs of the submodules of the OCR system.

Thus for segmentation evaluation, access to the coordinates of the zones produced by the

system is crucial. While blackbox evaluation does not require access to intermediate

results, it does not provide performance analysis at the submodule level. Furthermore,

the blackbox evaluations described above do not take into account the errors due to

segmentation.

More recently, researchers have advocated the use of synthetically generated data

for OCR evaluation. In this methodology (see Kanungo et al. [KHP94, Kan96]) doc-

uments are �rst typeset using a standard typesetting system such as LATEX or Word.

Then a noise-free bitmap image of the document and the corresponding groundtruth is

automatically generated. The noise-free bitmap is then degraded using a parametrized

degradation model [Bai92, KHP94, Kan96]. The degradation level is controlled by vary-

ing the parameters of the model. This methodology has the advantage that the laborious

process of manually typing in the data is completely avoided. Furthermore, no manual

scanning is required, and the process is entirely independent of language (up to the lim-

its of the typesetting software). Since the typesetting software is available to us, the

e�ects of page layout, font size and type on OCR accuracy can be studied by conduct-

ing controlled experiments. A variant of the above methodology proposed by Kanungo

and Haralick [KH99, Kan96] is based on printing the ideal document, scanning it, and

then transforming the ideal groundtruth to match the real image. This process allows

a researcher to generate groundtruth at a geometric level (character bounding boxes,

identity, font, etc.) in any language, which is essential for building classi�ers.

In this article, we conduct a blackbox evaluation of two Arabic OCR products. In

the next section we describe the metrics we use for evaluating the OCR systems, and in

Section 4 we describe the statistical techniques we use for comparing the measurements.

3 Metrics for Performance Evaluation

What metrics are good for evaluating OCR systems? In this section we describe a few

metrics that we consider important and give their advantages and disadvantages. Let O

represent the number of symbols in the OCR-generated text, M the number of correctly

recognized symbols, D the number of symbols deleted, I the number of symbols inserted,

S the number of symbols in the groundtruth for which another symbol is substituted,

and T the number of groundtruth symbols. We now de�ne �ve metrics based on these

quantities.

Accuracy: The number of symbols correctly recognized on a page normalized by the

total number of symbols in the groundtruth. Thus accuracy is M=T: This is also

called recall in the information retrieval (IR) literature. Notice that this number

does not reect the number of extraneous symbols that get introduced.

Precision: This is the number of symbols correctly recognized on a page normalized by

the number of symbols in the OCR-generated text. Thus precision is M=O: If two

systems have the same accuracy but one has higher precision than the other, the

system with higher precision generates fewer extraneous symbols.
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Insertion: The number of symbols inserted normalized by the number of groundtruth

symbols on the page: I=T:

Deletion: The number of symbols deleted normalized by the number of groundtruth

symbols on the page: D=T:

Substitution: The number of symbols substituted normalized by the number of groundtruth

symbols on the page: S=T:

The above character-level metrics are computed using the DOD error counter, which

is based on a string matching routine. In this article we have not reported the above

metrics at the word level. We are currently in the process of computing the word-

level metrics. While character-level metrics are useful for predicting improvements in

information retrieval systems based on OCR-generated text, word metrics are better for

judging improvements in i) ease of human readability and manual correction, and ii)

machine translation systems that accept OCR-generated text as input.

4 Statistical Comparison of Sample Means

If a computed metric for one OCR algorithm is better than that for another, is the

result statistically signi�cant? In this section we describe the theory behind statistical

comparison of measurements. One of the problems encountered while comparing the

OCR results of two algorithms is that of comparing the means of two accuracy samples

that are obtained by running the two algorithms on a speci�c dataset. In general, the

underlying true accuracy populations are not distributed as Gaussians and thus making

such assumptions is not justi�ed. However, since the datasets are usually large (greater

than 30), certain statistical techniques can be used for comparing average accuracies. We

now describe a few of these techniques; refer to [Arn90] for details.

4.1 Large sample inference about means

Let x1; x2; : : : ; xn be a set of OCR accuracy measurements obtained by processing n

document images. Let the underlying distribution of the accuracies have mean � and

variance �2: Let �x and S2 be the sample mean and variance. An unbiased estimator for

the population mean � is the sample mean �x; and

E[�̂] = E[�x] = �; (1)

V ar[�̂] =
�2

n
: (2)

These results hold because for large samples (n > 30), the distribution of the mean

asymptotically gets close to the Gaussian distribution:

n1=2(�x� �)

S
� N(0; 1):
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This is due to the Central Limit Theorem and can be used to construct a con�dence

interval for the estimated mean:

� 2 �x�
z�=2S
p
n

:

where � is the signi�cance level and z�=2 is a number such that P (z > z�=2jz � N(0; 1)) =

�;

4.2 Inference about the means of two independent samples

Let x1; x2; : : : ; xm be a sample of OCR accuracy measurements obtained by processing m

document images. Let y1; y2; : : : ; yn be another independent sample of accuracy measure-

ments. Let �x and S2 be the sample mean and variance of xi; and �y and T 2 the sample

mean and variance of y: Let the underlying x population have mean � and variance �2;

and the y population have mean � and variance � 2: We are interested in drawing con-

clusions about the di�erence between the means � = � � �: An estimator of � is the

di�erence between the sample means:

�̂ = �x� �y:

It can be shown that

E[�̂] = � � �; (3)

V ar[�̂] =
�2

m
+
� 2

n
: (4)

As in the previous subsection, the con�dence interval for the estimated di�erence in

means � is

� 2 �̂ � z�=2
 
S2

m
+
T 2

n

!1=2
:

4.3 Paired model inference about the di�erence in means

Let (x1; y1); (x2; y2); : : : ; (xn; yn) be n correlated pairs of OCR accuracy values such that

E[xi] = �; E[yi] = �; V ar(xi) = �2; V ar(yi) = � 2; and cov(xi; yi) = ���: This correlation

occurs because xi and yi are OCR accuracy measurements on the same document image.

The results in the previous subsection required the two samples to be independent and so

these results cannot be used. We proceed by constructing a new variable ui = xi�yi; with
sample mean �u and sample variance V 2. We are again interested in drawing inferences

about � = � � �: An estimator for � is �u: Thus

E[�̂] = E[�u] = E[�x� �y] = � � �; (5)

V ar[�̂] =
�2 + � 2 � 2���

n
: (6)

The con�dence interval for the estimated di�erence of means �̂ is given by

� 2 �̂ �
z�=2V
p
n

:
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4.4 Discussion

In the previous sections we saw that the expected values of the paired and unpaired

estimators are identical, and equal to the di�erence between the population means. The

variances, however, di�er. The variance of the paired estimator is (�2 + � 2 � 2���)=n

while the variance of the unpaired estimator is (�2 + � 2)=n: Thus the paired estimator

is better since its variance is smaller and the uncertainty is lower for a �xed sample size.

The paired estimator uses the correlation information to reduce the uncertainty in its

estimate. When the correlation coe�cient � is equal to zero, the estimation methods

have identical variances.

5 Experimental Protocol

The SAIC dataset[DH97], which was provided to us by the Department of Defense, was

used for evaluating the performance of two Arabic OCR systems. The SAIC corpus has

binary images of printed Arabic text and corresponding \groundtruth." By groundtruth

we mean manually typed correct Arabic ASCII strings that the OCR systems should

ideally produce. The images in the dataset are zones with a single column of text. In

Figure 1 we show a sample image from the dataset. The images are relatively clean and

are scanned from books, magazines and computer-generated documents. The dataset

contains 345 image/groundtruth pairs. Three of these pairs (ATI0746, ATI0116, and

ATI0286) are unusable: ATI0746 does not have an image, ATI0116 does not have the

groundtruth, and the image and the groundtruth for ATI0286 do not match. Groundtruth

text is encoded in CP1256 format. TIFF images, originally at 600 dpi, were resampled

at 100, 200, 300 and 400 dpi using the public-domain utility convert.

The Arabic OCR products that were evaluated are Sakhr's Automatic Reader 3.01

and Shonut's OmniPage Pro 2.0. Both products were run on a Pentium 400 PC with

128 RAM, 256Kb cache, and running Microsoft Windows 95 (Arabic version). The DOD

error counter was used for counting errors in the OCR-generated text; the software was

run a Sun Ultra 2 running Solaris 5.5. On UNIX, AraMosaic, a public-domain Arabic

browser, was used for viewing the OCR-generated text. In order to reduce manual errors,

scripts were written to automate the process as much as possible.

6 Results and Discussion

For both products we computed histograms of the accuracy measurements on the SAIC

dataset at 300 dpi. These histograms are shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the

empirical distributions of the accuracies are not Gaussian and that the accuracy distri-

bution of OmniPage has a fatter tail than that of Sakhr. Scatter plots of accuracy pairs

for Sakhr and OmniPage at 100, 200, and 300 dpi are shown in Figure 3(a)-(c). Each

point on the plot corresponds to a document image in the dataset. The x-coordinate

corresponds to the OmniPage accuracy for that image and the y-coordinate corresponds

to the Sakhr accuracy. Points along the diagonal represent document images for which

both products achieved similar accuracies. Points very far from the diagonal represent

images for which one product performed much better than the other. In Figure 3(c) it
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Figure 1: A sample image from the SAIC dataset.

can be seen that there are more points above the diagonal than below it. This implies

that at 300 dpi there are many images for which Sakhr performed better than OmniPage.

A scatter plot of Sakhr at 300dpi and 600dpi is shown in Figure 3(d). It can be seen

that contrary to what one might expect, the Sakhr algorithm performs worse at 600dpi

than at 300dpi. A paired model analysis reveals that the 95% con�dence interval for the

di�erence in the means is 5.4453 � 0.6557. Thus the di�erence is statistically signi�cant.

Accuracy, precision, and error are plotted as functions of document image resolu-

tion in Figures 4 and 5. Accuracy (also known as recall in the information retrieval

community) is the number of correctly recognized symbols normalized by the number of

groundtruth symbols. Precision is the number of correctly recognized symbols normal-

ized by the number of symbols in the OCR output. Error is the sum of the numbers

of insertion, deletion and substitution errors normalized by the number of groundtruth

symbols. The paired di�erences in accuracy and precision between OmniPage and Sakhr

at various resolution are summarized in Table 1. Notice that at 300 dpi Sakhr has a

higher accuracy but OmniPage has a higher precision. Although the 95% con�dence

intervals for precision overlap, it is shown in Table 1 that the di�erence between the

precision means is statistically signi�cant. Higher precision means that OmniPage has

fewer insertion errors than Sakhr. This can be seen in Table 2, which summarizes the

di�erences between insertion, deletion, and substitution errors for OmniPage and Sakhr.

In Figure 6 the average time taken to OCR an image is plotted. The average time

taken to process an image is lower for Sakhr than for OmniPage. Furthermore, Sakhr's
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Figure 2: The �rst plot is the distribution of page accuracies of OmniPage for images

at 300 dpi. The second plot is the corresponding distribution of Sakhr page accuracies.

Notice that the accuracies are not distributed as Gaussians.

processing time does not increase when the resolution is increased from 400 dpi to 600 dpi.

This is probably because the algorithm �rst samples the image to a standard resolution

and then does the OCR processing. In Table 3 we provide the average paired di�erence

in processing time per 100 symbols. Again it can be seen that processing time for Sakhr

is lower than that for OmniPage.

Numerous subimages from the dataset images, and the corresponding OCR outputs

at 300 dpi for both products, are shown in Figures 7-12. In Figure 4 we provide the

number of images on which the products crashed or required manual intervention. Sakhr

performed poorly at 100dpi, but was quite stable at all other resolutions. OmniPage

was quite stable at 300 dpi and lower, but crashed on almost all the pages at higher

resolutions.

7 Summary

We have shown that the paired model approach to performance comparison gives rise

to tighter con�dence intervals than unpaired methods when computing the di�erence in

OCR accuracies. We have used this methodology to evaluate two Arabic OCR products:

Sakhr Automatic Reader 3.0 and OmniPage 2.0. We have shown that on the 300 dpi

SAIC dataset, Sakhr has higher accuracy than OmniPage but OmniPage has better

precision. The average page accuracy rate of Sakhr is 90.333% while that of OmniPage
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Table 1: Accuracy and precision di�erences as functions of resolution. At 300 dpi, Sakhr

has 3.4401% � 1.1257 higher accuracy than OmniPage whereas OmniPage has 0.9917%

� 0.4672 higher precision than Sakhr.

Accuracy
Res Paired Unpaired

100 -4.9631 � 3.5644 -4.9631 � 6.1339

200 0.7612 � 0.8929 0.7612 � 1.8019

300 -3.4401 � 1.1257 -3.4401 � 1.7859

Precision
Res Paired Unpaired

100 -18.8328 � 4.7582 -18.8328 � 4.8472

200 2.5524 � 0.7212 2.5524 � 1.7795

300 0.9917 � 0.4672 0.9917 � 1.4738

is 86.89%. That is, the average page accuracy of Sakhr is 3:44� 1:13% higher than that

of OmniPage. However, at 300 dpi, OmniPage has 0.9917 � 0.4672% higher precision

than Sakhr. We have also characterized the accuracy, precision, and error as functions

of resolution and shown that the accuracy of Sakhr drops when the image resolution is

increased beyond 300 dpi. Furthermore, the average time taken for Sakhr to OCR a

page does not increase when the image resolution is increased from 400 dpi to 600 dpi.

This could be because the Sakhr algorithm samples the high-resolution images to a lower

resolution prior to the OCR process. A scatter plot is used to visualize, compare, and

summarize the page accuracies. This visual summarization technique allows an algorithm

developer to easily detect and analyze outliers.
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of the OCR accuracies of OmniPage and Sakhr at 300 dpi resolu-

tion. Each data point represents a speci�c image. The x-coordinate represents OmniPage

accuracy and the y-coordinate represents Sakhr accuracy. Points along the diagonal rep-

resent document images for which both products achieved similar accuracy. O�-diagonal

points indicate that one product performed better than the other. If most points are to

one side of the diagonal, then one product is better than other. For example, in (c) it

can be seen that Sakhr is better than OmniPage on a larger number of images.
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Figure 4: Accuracy and precision as functions of document image resolution. Accuracy

(also known as recall in the information retrieval community) is the number of correctly

recognized symbols normalized by the number of groundtruth symbols. Precision is the

number of correctly recognized symbols normalized by the number of symbols in the

OCR output. Notice that at 300 dpi, although Sakhr has a higher accuracy, OmniPage

has a higher precision. Although the 95% con�dence intervals overlap, it is shown in

Table 1 that the di�erence between the means is statistically signi�cant.
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Figure 5: Error (sum of the numbers of insertion, deletion and substitution errors normal-

ized by the number of groundtruth symbols) as a function of document image resolution.
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Table 2: Substitution, deletion, insertion, and total error paired di�erences. The numbers

reported below are the mean paired di�erences between OmniPage and Sakhr and the

corresponding 95% con�dence intervals. For example, at 300 dpi OmniPage has 1.4596%

� 1.036 higher total error than Sakhr, whereas Sakhr has 1.9803% � 0.3849 higher

insertion error. The intervals are estimated using two techniques. We can see that the

paired intervals are smaller than the unpaired ones. A point to note is that at 100 dpi,

Sakhr did not generate text on 198 images (required manual intervention). Since the

paired di�erences are reported on images for which both products produced results, and

the accuracy plots in Figure 4 report on all the �les for which a product generated output,

the results can look di�erent if the number of �les on which a product crashed is large.

Substitution Di�erences
Res Paired Unpaired

100 1.9355 � 2.7445 1.9355 � 3.0867

200 -1.8611 � 0.6112 -1.8611 � 1.4196

300 -0.4556 � 0.3334 -0.4556 � 1.0876

Deletion Di�erences
Res Paired Unpaired

100 3.0277 � 4.8687 3.0277 � 7.2253

200 1.0998 � 0.4240 1.0998 � 0.5720

300 3.8956 � 1.0232 3.8956 � 1.0605

Insertion Di�erences
Res Paired Unpaired

100 -0.3148 � 0.3533 -0.3148 � 0.5861

200 -1.6079 � 0.3635 -1.6079 � 0.5766

300 -1.9803 � 0.3849 -1.9803 � 0.5273

Error Di�erences
Res Paired Unpaired

100 4.6487 � 3.3356 4.6487 � 5.7481

200 -2.3692 � 0.8931 -2.3692 � 2.1350

300 1.4596 � 1.0356 1.4596 � 2.0619

Table 3: Timing di�erences between OmniPage and Sakhr per 100 characters.

Res Paired Unpaired

100 0.0217 � 0.0145 0.0217 � 0.0201

200 0.0329 � 0.0082 0.0329 � 0.0111

300 0.0775 � 0.0131 0.0775 � 0.0173
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Figure 6: Average time taken to OCR an image. The times are on a 400 MHz Intel

Pentium processor with 128MB RAM and 256K cache. Notice that Sakhr's Automatic

Reader takes the same amount of time to process 600 and 400 dpi images. This is most

likely because the Sakhr Automatic Reader samples the 400 and 600 dpi images to a

standard resolution and then does the OCR processing.

(a)
 w�c�« ŸuM�« s� wN� ¨ W�P� W�b� WO�dF�« ‰Ëb�« UN�—b� Ê« wG�M� WK�dL�«

 dD��U� qOz«d�« —uF� fJF� Íc�«Ë WIzU� …—UNL� WO�uONB�« tJ��� Íc�«

 w� WO�dF�« ‰Ëb�«Ë U�dO�« sO� w�U�uK�b�«Ë w�UO��« q�«u��« b� w�UM� s�

(b)
 w�c�« ŸuM�« s� wN� ¨W�U� W�b� WO�dF�« ‰Ëb�« UN�—b� Ê« wG�M� WK�dL�«

 dD��U� qOz« ”« —uF� fJF� Íc�«Ë WIzU� …—UNL� WO�uONB�« tJ��� Íc�«

 w� WO�dF�« ‰Ëb�«Ë U�dO�« sO� wF�U�uK�b�«Ë w�UO��« q�«u��« b� w�UM� s�

(c)

Figure 7: Subimage from ATI0290. Both Sakhr and OmniPage performed well on this

image. Sakhr achieved 98.08% accuracy and OmniPage achieved 97.7% accuracy. A

subimage of the original image is shown in (a), the OmniPage output is shown in (b) and

the Sakhr output is shown in (c).
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(a)
 Â ª´ Â0¸  œ ´ Â ª Â Â0 ¸  Â0 0ª Â Â0  Â Â ª Â Â

 Â s� À Â r� ª d��e� “ r�ª ¡ ªœ Â ª qÌ�

1( ô Y� vK��  d��« ª t�� « w� s� Ëu�4 s�—_ e� dFL�

(b)
 tLBC�1"t� U�� X�ú�! t�U� w��U� ¨ i�F�K� «5∆!!  w�« Ãœœ! r�!Ê« À r� wz!! Á È ”U�

d�ø wD�«5∆«   j�¨ ÷ iN��øø WN� ÿ! WA� ‘UAL�� i� Ãœ gFLz« TO�Ëœ944  ø. 
…œ r�UB�ø w� j�d�« ”5 W�U� ¨ú�*uFLL�)‘ Á t�! W��UL� v�� …œ9‘!! tK� Á

(c)

Figure 8: (a) Subimage from ATI0082. Both Sakhr and OmniPage performed poorly on

this image. Sakhr achieved 38.88% accuracy and OmniPage achieved 35.79% accuracy.(b)

Output of OmniPage. (c) Ouput of Sakhr.

(a)
 q� ‰ °

 …— b� Ë ¨ sOO�� w� r�H�

Ë w� b{ W�  Ê

(b)
 ÊËd��F� Êu�dz«e��« sJ� r� ¨dz«e��«

 …—u�� «  √b� «cN�Ë ¨ XOO��d� rN�H�«

 ÊuO�UO� U�œU�Ë U��d� b{ W�dz«e��«

(c)

Figure 9: (a) Subimage from ATI0012. Sakhr performed better than OmniPage on

this image. Sakhr achieved 98.13% accuracy whereas OmniPage achieved only 41.09%

accuracy. (b) Output of OmniPage. (c) Ouput of Sakhr.

Table 4: Number of crashed �les. At 100dpi Sakhr required human intervention on most

of the 198 �les that are listed as crashed below. A message popped up asking the user

to manually zone the image. Thus we listed them as crashed since we assume that the

OCR system is to work in a completely automatic mode.
Res Opa Sakhr

100 28 198

200 3 1

300 9 1

400 6

600 6
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(a)
 Â ª´ Â0¸  œ ´ Â ª Â Â0 ¸  Â0 0ª Â Â0  Â Â ª Â Â

 Â s� À Â r� ª d��e� “ r�ª ¡ ªœ Â ª qÌ�

1( ô Y� vK��  d��« ª t�� « w� s� Ëu�4 s�—_ e� dFL�

(b)
 bF� W�d�IL�« W�«Ëb�√ o�Ë U�ËuL�ML�« cOHL�� qLF�« √b�O�Ë36 

 q�U��« vK� ”u�d� WM�b� ŸøuAL� ÂdI� ÊuJ� Ê« ËdI� UL� «dN�

 tO� gK�UF�« œb� ÊuJ� Ê«Ë Í—u��«252  q�U�. 

(c)

Figure 10: (a) Subimage from ATI0239. Sakhr performed better than OmniPage on

this image. Sakhr achieved 89.52% accuracy whereas OmniPage achieved only 38.75%

accuracy. (b) Output of OmniPage. (c) Ouput of Sakhr.

(a)

U�H��ô« w� ¨ t�«– w�UM�K�« VFA�« Ê√ W�UO�«¸ ¨ w�UL�« Ê«d�e� dN� w� Èd� Íc�
 ÍË  «c�U� UN� tOM�� s� d��

 Â«uF� t�Q� ≈1¡ `��Q� ¨.  ÂdJ�« öK�� s� WI��ML�« W�uJL�« V�«Ë_ «c� …d� u�Ë
 w�FA�« ¡U�H��ô«_  o�� Ê√

 U�cOHM� v� uL�� Ê√Ë  UO�« pK�� WMO�√. 

(b)
 q�Ë  «c�U� UN� t���� ” dLJ� ¨ w�UL�« œ«d�d� dN� È Èd� Íb�« ¡UB��ô« Í ¨ t�«– v�U�K�« jB��« —√ W�UL��«

 r�dJ�« r�K�� ” WLAL�« W�uJ��√ j�«Ë ◊ ’ `��ô ¨ U�«uB� t�QL�≈− ‰« ¡UFL��ô« «b� …dL� u�Ë! v�−  vI�� Ê√

U�bL� Í dLL�� —√Ë W�UL��« YKKL� W��√. 

(c)

Figure 11: (a) Subimage from ATI0078. OmniPage performed better than Sahkr on this

image. OmniPage achieved 89.14% accuracy whereas Sakhr achieved 76.3% accuracy.

(b) Output of OmniPage. (c) Ouput of Sakhr.
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(a)
 WM�b�  uO� s� ÁÈœU� XO� s�  U�U�D�ô« ªc� rJ� V��« wM�«

 s�u�« Êb� WOI�� WM�√ WzœU�. .  u�—dJ�L�« ÃU�“ô« V��� U�d��√

 »U��« ”«d�«. .  WK�«b�L�« ◊uD��«Ë– n�UN�«Ë. .  dO� …—UO��«Ë

 …b�bF�« UN�ULN� l� W��UJ�L�«. .  rz«d� ¡«b�√Ë q�UM�  «u�« fO�Ë

(b)
 wM� r�/ WO�b�  dOK� s� ¡ÈœU� XK� s�  U�U�D�ô r� Áb� rJ� V��

 s�u� r� Êb� WOI�� WM� r� WzœU�. .  V�A� U�d�� r�/ u�—dJ�� r� ÃU�“ô

/»U�� r� ” r�d�. .  ◊uD�� r� Ë– n�UN� r�—/b��/ WK�.. Ë/ dO� …—UO��

… »bF�¨ UN�UN� l� W��UJ�L� r�..  rze� ¡r�b� r�Ë q�UM�  R� r� rOL�

(c)

Figure 12: (a) Subimage from ATI0446. OmniPage performed better than Sahkr on this

image. OmniPage achieved 94.06% accuracy whereas Sakhr achieved 83.67% accuracy.

(b) Output of OmniPage. (c) Ouput of Sakhr.
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